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Safend Auditor, Knowing is Controlling
If you don't see it, it can hurt you

Silently tracking your network's endpoints, Safend Auditor displays a real time picture on your organization's information
security. Running over the computers on your network, the clientless Auditor identifies and reports all USB, FireWire,
PCMCIA, PCI, internal storage usage and WiFi connections in exportable graphical reports.
Comprehensively displaying complex current and historical information, Auditor reports can be further manipulated to
provide administrators the knowledge they need to create and enforced companywide security policies.
Part of Safend Data Protection Suite (DPS), Auditor searches for information according to Microsoft Active Directory, IP Range
and Computer Name and is successfully integrated into Safend Protector.
Having the capacity to run on up to 60,000 computers, Auditor is already used as part of Safend security solutions in different
market sectors.

Comprehensive Endpoint Visibility
Safend DPS, the Data Protection Suite
One DPS suite, one DPS agent
Protector:
Auditor:
controlling port
immediate risk detection
a SuperCom company
and device endpoints
on WiFi ports/devices
and media encryption
connected to endpoints
Reporter:
Encryptor:
regulatory compliance
transparent encryption
reports and security
on laptops and PCs
log summaries
Inspector:
Discoverer:
inspects, classifies and
locates and maps
blocks sensitive data leakage
sensitive data at rest

Clientless, Silent Monitoring
Identification of USB, FireWire, PCMCIA, PCI, internal storage and WiFi connections usage on company endpoints
Configuration of auditable computers and computer groups
No requirement for endpoint client installations
Strong reporting capabilities
Quick auditing without interfering with network performance
Different scan protocols
Ability to define user-based permissions
Variety of options to save and upload saved reports
Runs as an offline tool or can be integrated into the Safend Management Server

System Requirements
Windows 7 home / Enterprise / Ultimate 32-bit / 64-bit SP1
Windows 8 Pro / Enterprise 32-bit / 64-bit
Windows 8.1 Pro / Enterprise 32-bit / 64-bit
Windows 10 Pro / Enterprise

About Safend, a SuperCom Company
Safend are providers of security products designed to protect against corporate data loss via comprehensive data encryption,
port control, device control and content inspection solutions.
With over 3,000 customers worldwide and 3 million licenses sold, Safend software is deployed by multi-national enterprises,
government agencies, healthcare organizations and small to mid-sized companies across the globe.
Founded in 1988, SuperCom is a leading global provider of advanced tracking, identification and security solutions.
Working as partners and promoting transparency and ethical business practices with their investors and with over 3500
customers and 20 governments worldwide, SuperCom is a publicly traded company on NASDAQ National Market (SPCB).
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